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The church girl and the drama geek. Two wildly different worlds come together as two girls fight for

love!Chloe:I tried to be good. Go to church. Stay out of trouble. They told me to avoid temptation

when I got to high school, but that was before I met Sarah.Now I'm dealing with scary new feelings

and doing things I never could've imagined a year ago. Starring in a play. Standing up to my youth

pastor. Kissing a girl.My whole world has been turned upside down, and I think I love it!Sarah:I

figured love was something that'd have to wait for college when I came out. Girls who are into girls

were in short supply in our small town. Then I met Chloe. Sweet. Innocent. Beautiful.Totally

unaware that she's into girls.Don't get involved with church girls. Too much baggage. Too much

crazy. It was a good rule to live by, but Chloe's breaking down all my barriers and making me break

all my rules!The quiet church girl discovering her sexuality and the out and proud drama geek who's

falling for her. Can they overcome their differences for a chance at love?
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So I am a huge fan of Mia Archer. She makes you invest in her characters and storyline and keeps

you coming back. Since discovering her a month ago I've already read and purchased several of



her books ! This one however, was my favorite. Being bisexual with a religious upbringing similar to

the character Chloe, this book made feelings come up I had put away. It will make you laugh, it will

make you cry, and most importantly it will make you think. I loved loved loved this story and don't

want to give away any spoilers but I can say if your hesistant, then don't be. I also love that all her

stories are given from both main characters points of view, so you really feel involved. Mia Archer is

an incredible author, and all of her books are worth a read. Great job with this one !

This story is rather nostalgic for me. Much of my high school years were split between church youth

group and drama club. I brought a few of my friends from drama with me to youth group even. My

experiences were from a long time ago and not in a really strict denomination, but I had many

friends who were defying their church rules when we went to see movies together or to the school

dance. By high school I stopped wondering if they worried about it when we were in drama club

together.In addition to the fond memories, I enjoyed the strong characters, excellent chemistry, and

wonderful use of historical perspective Mia Archer employed in "Drama Girls". Also, as with many of

her recent YA novels, there is a strong sense realism to the story that makes it seem more special.

It just seems grounded in a personal truth on a deep level, even if the events and characters are

entirely fictional. I've always enjoyed Mia's writing, but I feel lately I've enjoyed it even more.I

received an ARC copy of "Drama Girls" in exchange for a fair and honest review.

Wow. This might be my favorite story yet by Mia.She bravely tackles the religious side of the LGBT

strugglewith class. I thought the story itself was wonderful.

I loved this book. It was so sweet and endearing. The characters were likeable and the story was

fun. I recommend this book to anyone looking for a little levity with some seriousness thrown in.

I enjoyed this book about young love... Sarah & Chloe are so brave... standing up to an out of

control bigoted Pastor & being brave enough to take a chance on love ... on a stage!!! A great read!!

I liked it

God what a waste of my time. How many times is Chloe gonna blush. I'm so sick of these blushing

snowflakes



Always a great story from this author. Looking forward to the next one
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